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sigmaplot is one of the world's leading commercial scientific graphing programs used by thousands of scientists, engineers, analysts, and educators in business, industry, and government. it is extremely powerful and easy to use. the statistics features are more limited and the functions and formula editors are
more limited than the full version. however, sigmaplot allows you to make great looking graphs by creating specialized functions for most if not all of the features in sigmaplot.c to get started, select the new graph dialog box, type a graph title in the title box, and then select the graph type, drawing style and
colors from the list. you also have the option of creating the graph with an error bar, pie chart, surface, or box. you can easily change these settings using the graph wizard dialog. although sigmaplot is easy to use, you can get extremely advanced with the built-in data function and the powerful graphing and
statistics capabilities of sigmaplot. you can find definitions of all of these functions, formulas and properties by clicking on the help button on the toolbar. to apply a formula to multiple columns, change the input(s) to a range like range(col1, col2). when you use the data window to import your data, you must

identify which columns contain the data you want to graph. i created a range of cells that i want to use, and then simply copied the range to the newly created graph. this is the standard way to import data into sigmaplot. you should learn about symbolic and numeric variables, learn about the how to use
formulas? page of the help to learn how to use variables in formulas. to enable this, first select the variable tab on the data properties dialog box.
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to export an image of the graph to a different format, choose the file menu export command. all properties are set on the current graph. note that it is not possible to save to an earlier version of sigmaplot. the study objects tool allows you to customize your workspace and drag your draw points around. it is the
very first tool on the left panel when you start sigmaplot. as you design your workbook, you may need to reference back to a study object that you have already created. you may also need to remove a study object from the screen in the final version of your workbook. the document map tool allows you to

construct a direct map from a character string of any field in your dataset. symbols allow you to create titles, labels, and legends. the legend is one of the most powerful features in sigmaplot, as it allows you to examine and change the ranking of any symbol from 1 to n. for example, a bar chart showing values
between 1 and 100 might be explained as a bar chart at the 1st rank which shows the data 100% accurate, the 2nd rank showing a 90% accurate chart, the 3rd rank showing a 80% accurate chart, and the 5th rank showing a 50% accurate chart. the user can choose any of the symbols to display, and scroll

through the ranked charts within sigmaplot. to export the model to autocad, rvt, dwg, pdf, or native pdf, simply choose export data. sigmaplot will open your export data dialog and find all your data. in addition to standard export options, you can choose the default export options in the file > export data dialog,
and use the other tabs to edit the file, including modifying the title, plot styles, and file format. 5ec8ef588b
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